Binaural masking experiments using noise maskers with frequency-dependent interaural phase differences. I: Influence of signal and masker duration.
In this paper previous experiments on auditory filter shapes in binaural masking experiments [A. Kohlrausch, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 84, 573-583 (1988)] are extended to a wider range of masker and signal durations. The masker was a dichotic broadband noise with frequency-dependent interaural parameters. The interaural phase difference of the masker was 0 below 500 Hz and pi above 500 Hz. Signal frequency varied between 200 and 800 Hz, and the signal was presented either monaurally (Sm) or binaurally in antiphase (S pi). In the first experiment, the masker duration was fixed at 500 ms and signals of 250 and 20 ms were used. In the second experiment, the signal duration was fixed at 20 ms, and the masker duration was reduced to 25 ms. The results from both experiments are consistent with studies using No or N pi maskers: The binaural masking level difference (BMLD) increases slightly for shorter test signals and decreases strongly for short maskers. The BMLD patterns of the first experiment are well described by the auditory-filter model derived for stationary test signals, if the additional influence of "off-frequency listening" for the short test signal is taken into account. The BMLDs resulting from the second experiment (25-ms masker), however, are much lower than predicted by this filter model This outcome supports previous observations that binaural unmasking becomes less effective for very short masker durations and indicates that this effect is even stronger for maskers with a complex structure of interaural parameters.